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Nine Out of ten sets
use MICADONS
th< standard
out o[ every tea ses madi use Micadons
fixed radio condenser. Sü builders choose them for many

NIU

seasons.
They 1, no., that the Mimdon is o Dubilier product: hence supreme
in

quality and efficiency.

in accurately matched
and
the
capacity
is
permanent.
capacities
Tl :ey kno.. that Mired.. are easily installed, equipped as they
are with extension tabs for soldminy and eyelets for set screw

They know that Micadons can be obtained

assembly.
They know that Micadons art made with type variations to meet
every possible requirement.
For best result. use .Mic toms

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION

Some Notes on The Manufac-

ture of Variable Condensers
An account of the aesemblv method* employed in 1221111f2Cturing
condensers at the liaminerlund factory. with views of the

important ;Ups

A
oess was
get a few

to do

has,

t

ent

2

back MOM SOirleWilere.

hundred dolkirs worth of machines together, hang out a shingk, and
start work. Much water has gone under
the bridge since then, for to.day we find
the better class of radio manufacturers
of production. accuracy of machining.
.ind the quality of their pr.ucts by using
machinery of the latest types in ac.
cordance
Upt0.date shop prac.
tioe.
Each
step
of manufacturing
operation is carefully studied. plant
layouts are considered and consult-

ing specialists are railed
important
dedgn and production. The

'doh..

indus,

is

truly graduating from

the

one-man shop stage to the highly organ.
ixed quantity production level. with a
very lienchcial eliect on the trade aa
whole.
Condenser manufacturing presents a
ve, good examele of this. A few years
ago, really efficient condensers cost so
much and were so hard to get that Oltly
the large laboratories used them.
To.

day, condensers comprable
aticialey
th.e used by the Bureau of Standard,
can be obtained 3t
ranging frOM
four to ten dollars. certainly within the
means of most set-builders.
A very goal idea of what is being done
along these
in the manufacture of
variable condenwrs was furnished re.

to

pie.

lin.

g:111Z11:114:7Ctit;."71:if
tory is laid
groses with

.t little
t that

the work pro.
handling and lost
motion as pendble. The stockroom is
located in the cent. and the work starts
at one end of the 11.r and travel, pro.
gressively arourld to the different departmen. in a circle. finally ending tip at the
shipping room.
The front anvl PO: end plates arc
blanked out in power pr.ses front spe.
cially tempered. hard aluminum ,heets
al.ut 8 ft. long and as wide the plates.
Special compound
are used here, to
prevent bending or distortion of the
plat.. The I.ttom half of the die is
rIlounted on heavy springs. When the
Miler comes down and blanks Out thr
plate. these springs are Compreared
as

di.

the upward stroke of the cotter. the
springs push up the die and automatically

d,

off to a receiving table.
ordinary die, the tamped piece

In the
is pushed

action produces somc distortion in the

°The

end plates are then pierced with
Me necessary holm and Me bearing sup
port formed by dishing out around the
bearing hole and cutting the thread. They
are them scratched or brushed to produce
a soft finish, and arc cleaned of all oil
and dirt. The three panel mounting pillars are f.ened to Me front end plates
These eyelets are Spt111
by eyeletting.
The lielrover in a fast-operated
are inserted. The stator and rotor plates
are punched out from hard brass sheets
in the same Way. It ig very ea.sy tO 11,
preciate the imponance of getting these
plates perfectly flat when we consider
the small clearance between the rotor and
stator plates of modern condensers.
A very ingenious method is used to

nos.

The teuer slides each plate along

plate around in all directions. If the plat.
sticks to the steel as he slides it along
he .ows it is flat since a large surface is
adhering to the steel. If the plate is
warped, it stifles tong easily, and must
be straightened with a peining hammer.
This operation is a very delicate one and
depends on the feel acquired by the tester
after long experience.
The round brass totor shafts am
turned dOwn ac.ratcly to site and are
then
in a special jig while the slots
the rotor plates and ',Wail are milled.
All of the slots are cut in one operation.
The stop plate is then fastened to Me
rotor shaft. The next operation is the
soldering of the rotor plates to the
shaft.
The shaft is heated tightly
in
a
Bunsen burner and Nokorode

.Id

Ores are in.:rte.]. The entire unit is
cLamped in the jig which also has slots
in it to receive the plates and hold them

to make solder flow

freely, and° tne

e.

mad
e.i r

..older applied at the ends of the plates.
toning down around the attire joint
between each Mate and the roam .haft.
staking a good electrical and mechanical
connection. 'This is then set aside to
cool until the rotor can be removed. The
workman uses three jigs so that the op.
rntions follow
another in rotation
without lost of time. While one jig is
being loaded, one is (seating and the other
is cooling.
This is followed by nine dipping operations which free the plates and shafts
from all grease, oxide, and soldering flux,
giving the plates a special finish which
resists the oxidizing action of the air.
First they arc boiled in a chemical
tion for twenty minutes to remove the
flux, grease. and oxide followed by rifts'rtg in running water. Next a picklfgg
solution loosens from the surfxe of ehe
metal any impurities which were rim
affected by the boiling process. This is
followed by washing in water to remove
thy pickling solution. They are then immersed in a bright dip acid to bring oat
the finish, and are shed in water again.
This is followed by dipping in a was
sium cyanide solution. The purpose of
this is to give a good finish to the surfaces, and to retard oxidization. They
are washed again in boiling water. This
heats them so that they dry quickly without water mark sosts when put on the
air drying rack
The clock spring pig-

,.a

i.

.ieá et"ietroaew

ipiiti

éiäi. souess e. sa

tail. a e that swetlg d into the pugtait
.lots of the rotor shaft by a press. This
insures a perfect connection which cannot oxidize, since all air is excluded from

the contact surfaces.
The brass stator posts are cut off the
proper length, and slotted in a milling
machine. Here again an ingenious time
roving method h ban worked oat. A jig
sixteen potty placed tidy by aide
ytf
fastened
the table
a very stmpk
clamp which also squeezes the posts together tightly and lines them up in the
This cLvnlnng operation takes but a
'fig;
(ew seconds. The milling is staved acid
the operator loads up a second jig while
the first is being milled. The miller has
an automatic attachment which returns
the table to the starting position after
the operation is finished, so that the jig
and the operator's hands are sway from
the cutter while he removes the jig. A
simple movement of the clamp rekast
both the jig and the stator posts. Experience has shown that if sixteen posts
are milled together the tuning time and
the loading time are so proportioned that
when the machine has dare the cutting.
the operator has just bad time enough to
load up the second jig. This keeps the
milling machine doing actual cutting 75%
of the time.
The stator posts are then drilled in
high speed ball bearing drill presses run

c
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Transformer- Resistance
Amplifier Unit
Here is a compact A. F. amplifier. combining transformer and
resistance coupling. which will make any one -tube set operate a

loud speaker
IIE FINAL answer
wer to the resin.
tanredramsfor
audio frequency
amplifier controversy seems to be a compromise between the two. Transformer
coupling gives good volume with some
disroniat. Resistance coupling results
't practically perfect reproduction but
lacks volume.
By combining the two
methods. using transformer coupling in
the first stage followed by two stages of
resistance coupling, very good volume is
obtained with pwactieally no distortion.

T

If a good transformer is emplged. it
will hardly introduce any distortion when
used in the first step.
The amplifier described here makes a

coupler units, two .006 mfd. Micadons,
one .Cp025 mfd. N. Y. Coil fixed condenser. two 0.1
mtgohm. one 0.5
megohm.
resistors.

all

on the

front

one .25

mgahm Raven

The picture wiring diagram
Fig.
shows the exact
whim
wiring
connections.
and
These are umberal to correspond with
And

1

following step -by -step assembly
instructions
These imlructions have
the

berm prepared to aid you in this work.
You will save time by going thin the

work in the order indicated
I. afount the binding pats on the
from pone), keeping the hales in them

horizontal. Pm lugs on the screws u
the pans are mounted.
Have them
point in the directions indicated by the
short heavy lines in the picture wiring
diagram.
It is well to tin the lugs
before purring that on the instruments
as it is usually lard to do so alierwaril.
5lount the rheostats in place. keeping
Ilave the
the terminals at the top.
pointers on the knolls fastened so that
they paint to the tails of the arrows on
the panel when the rhecoats are turns)
all the way to the left. Fasten the two
resistoeouplers on the panel with
6-32 F.H. screws and nuts. Now mot.
the three sockets with Ys-in. 6-32 PH.

very neat- compact unit, suitable for use
with any set. The input terminals are
looted on the left to Iwovide easy con.
neetiondo the receive. The batten coneetion a
onn the right. The i1.1111.
nt ents are

and

parcel.

This feature makes assembling easy and
results in a yen compact unit.
A Formica panel 7 by IO ins..
nedp
el tM
.t,d1C in. thick. aeries all of
wpGn. clay inslnnmatn.
t)n the
front is a rheostat for the first stage
tides and isms., for the remaining
stages. Two jacks art used for plugging
in at the first or last steps. Peep holes
are provided for observing the brilliancy
of the tubes. Behind the panel are the
three panel- mounted sockets, A.F. transformer. and resistance coupling! units.
These units are so constructed that both
Liston and fixed condensers esn be
removed easily to permit trying different

screws.
binding lost. to
2.
Connect I, the
2 and to 3.
Lugs 2 and 3 are the left
hand terminals of the rhcostat leaking
Contact
at the panel
the rear.
3 to 5 and 6 to 7. 'Iese are the
adjacent terminals on lise resistocouplera.
3.
Mount the open circuit jack on
Me left, looking at the set from the rear,
with the frame at the top.
4.
Connect 8. the frame terminal of
the jack. to 9.
9 is a point dm wire

A-

for

values.

The pans used its the amplifier are:
Haynes -Griffin
rheostats,
two
Hapmes- Grimm panel- mounted sockets,
double circuit and open circuit jacks, one
Haynes-Griffin A.F. transformer type
91, six binding posts. two Doren resism

Two

8
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to 5.
Connect 10, the remaining
terminal of the jack to 11, the P terminal of the left hand socket.
Connect
12, the upper left hard terminal of the
4

resisto- coupler on the left. to 13. the
P terminal of the center socket. Kula
this wire up close to the under side of
the sockets. Connect t4 w 15.
14 is
a connection made to the under side of
the
spriw of the left hand socket,
and 15 is a point on wire 6 to 7 between

F}

rte.

z

two resisto- couplers. Connect 16,
the lower left hand terminal of the
resisto- coupler on the left, to 17. the G
terminal of the left hand socket.
5.
Mount the A.F. transformer in
place on the panel with 34-in. 6-32 F.H.
screws and nuts, keeping the secondary
terminals at the left, looking at the
panel from the rear.
G
Connect the 0.00025 mid. con
denser across the secondary terminals G
and F. Connect 15 w 18.
18 is the F
terminal of the transformer. Connect
19, the upper "input binding pont on
the right, to 20, the P terminal of the
transformer. Cover this wire with M -R

tarnished tubing. Connect 21, the lower
input binding lost, to 22, the B terminal
of the transformer. Cover this wire with
M -R varnished tubing.
7.
Mount the double circuit jack in
place on the panel, with the frame at
the top.

1

Connect its bottom lug, 23, w the
binding post 24. COW/ this wire
with M -R vanished tubing and run it
on top of the socket bases close to the
front panel. Connect 25. the upper
right hand terminal of the resist.
coupler on the right, to 26, the upper
left hand lug on the jack. This wire
runs between the A.F. transformer and
tlx right hand socket bau. Con.. 27,
the lower right hand terminal of this
8.

B}

.,,r m,.

w

the

Number

contde1, to 28, the G terminal of the
middle socket. Connect 29, the G terminal of the transformer, to 30, the G
terminal of the right hand socket. Connect 31, the P terminal of this socket.
to 32, the upper right hand kg of the
jack. The rennining lug of the jack is
not used. Connect 33, the
binding
post, to 34 and 35, and 36. These are
the
terminals of the sockets. Cover
this wire with M -R varnished tubing
beeen
tw
34 and 36.
Connect 37, the
right hand terminal of the rheostat on
Me left, to 38 and 39. These are the
terminals of the two sockets on the
left. Caver this wire with tubing between 38 and 39. Connect 40, the remaining terminal on the right lard
rheostat, to 41, the
terminal of the
socket on the right.
Connect 42. the
}150 V. binding post to 43. 43 is a
point on wire 8 to 9 between the open
circuit jack and the resisto-coupler on

A}

F-

F}

F}
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the left. This completes the wiring aid
assembly of the amplifier.
First check up II eon
7'e.üna
tires against both the pic
Aed
hue wiring diagram and the
ovsmtes
If everything scans all
schematic.
right. place the condensers and resistors
in the dips of the resisto- couplers. To
test the B battery circuit. place the tubes
n the sockrts and connect the negative
termitul of the :\ beery to the
binding poet and the positive terminal
and ISO+
of the battery to both the

:\}

B}

binding Pmts. Turn the rheostats half
way to the right and plug the plumes it
each jack. The tubes should not light
up when this is done. If they do, there
is a short circuit somewhere between
Now.
the plate and filament leads.
leaving the rheostats half on, disconnect
the A !eatery and .neat the positive
terminal of the A battery to the A4terminal to the
binding Post and the
Thy tubes should
A -- binding pou.
If they do At. there
w light up.
n open circuit in the filament con
is
sections. Connell the negative terminal
binding post.
of the R battery to the
SO -urbi terminal to the +150 bindMe
ing port, and the }90 -volt tap to the B-;binding post. Connect the input terminals of the amplifier to the output terminals of the tuner. Plug the phones in
on the first stage. This should give an

A-

t

At

I

increase in volume over plut obtained on
Now plug
n the
the tuner alone.
This should giver more
last stage.
s
Run the tubes as bx as you possible
can, consistent with the volume requirI
'this increases the life of the A and B
and the tubes and will prevent

.nevi.

distortion. This amplifier will improve
both the appearance and the volume produced by any existing tuner and the
duality is perfect enough to satisfy the
;al experimenter or broadcast listener.

If you

have

a

set

already

constructed

with a one step transformer coupled amplifier already built into it. you can add
the two stage resistance coupled amplifier
by connecting it on where the first jack is
shown n the schematic wiring diagram.
Fig. I. The two stage resistance unit can
to added to a two step transformer coupled unit if you want still greater power.
The amplification is approximately the
same as with a two tube push-pull amplifier for. contrary to the ideas of some e.cperimenters. the push-pull amplifier does
not give very much more amplification
than a single tube, but is simply arranged
to handle a large antomn of current with.
DUI distortion. Asa matter of fact, there
is liable to be leas distortion through the
use of a two stage resistance unit added
to a two-step transformer coupled am
plifier than with the push -pull circuit.

From Our Laboratory :Nate Book

Condensers for Testing Work
making measurements and tuts.
well as setting up experimental
circuits. variable condensers are ulnas
Nowadays practically all
vexlensers are famished for pond
mooting only, and it is mt convenient
to set than up on the laboratory table
without some special arrangement for
snpporlingtlem.
st
Moreover. il is adisablc to have the plates in a horizontal
position and shielded as much as possible
from the mo nsulaliou of dust. The ac.
nupanying illustration shows the method
we hase used at the Ihricn laboratory.
These particular condensers re of the
General Instrument make. of the type
\Ivdar dials
insulated with Isolandite.
are us ed he, as to get e
accurate

rOR

t.

.oiling..

,

Vow will
e that two binding pop
are mountedY on the panel.
Both of
these, however. a
connected to the
r tars. plans.
Connections are made to
the Axed plates with bileliog poets put
into holes daine) and threaded into the
-importing
porting strips which hold the plates.

luis

is done because mounting the
terminals for the fixed 'gates on the
panel would defeat the purpose of the
lowoloss design. For the benefit of those
wbo want to know the capacity at 046.
ous settings. the following data is giym.
Ton will set that the settings were mhos
for particular capacities rather than

measuring

co.ilies

at

particular adjust

tents. This is dune so that the cunyn
eau be drawn more carefully.
x
C.ntaee nrhms

Cxaa
nusaa

Caret.
31fds.
0.

30
40
11
50

00
80

90
100
110
120
130

11.plate

Tyln
9.5°
22.0
30'5
34.5
38.0
42

42.5
46.5
50.5

IfiO

75.0

230
23o

14.5°

25.0

55.0
58.5

62.5

210
220

Type

18.0
18.0

150
170
170
190

31 -plate

35.0

71.0
89.0

83.0
87.0
95.5
95.5

45.0

2

55

app
350
400

65

.000450

....

74.5
83.5
91.5
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perfected, finally marked successfully.
We mn say in all seriousness-Isn't
radio wonderful?
Right now battery mbstitutes are half-

ENGINEERING
F.

t
t

M. R. SLEEPER. &hie.
A SKELTON. Moosotoo

thru their cycle. Unquestionably
emerge successfrom all of it there
That's why we feel that
fel devicm.
competitors shOuldn't g000 eXtremeS in
knocking them. They must be supported
a littk longer for. by next fall, we shall
know who's who among Me manufacturers of these devices.
way

M. B. SLEEPF.R. Joe:

o orfe=t.".Z.e.C.17:' f,t7N.

We have been working
the plate voltage supply problem from
ankle. Accepting the B lota
tery as a satisfactory source of plate noalien Operated at a very small
current drain, we are trying to find out
how we can get the same kick in the loud
speaker with a lower current from the B
baucrie.s.
There is the greatest upkeep expense
for a radio set. An outfit which operatot
on one-half the usual current drain can be
arguments that mc.an far
mld with
more to the B.C.L. than the familiar
.nyore sensitive, more selective. poorer
tone" story that everyone tells. In addito working for more distance per

Out at Darren,

toz:

Con.,
Vol. V

MV

Ora,
19N to,

O.
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m.

of the
extraordinary
things about radio is that almost
eve, unimportant development has
originated in a wild idea which the public
has accepted as Mond and inveSted in it
so quickly and freely Out its perfection
was forced upon its sponmr.
And,
strangely enough. it has been possible in
almost every ewe to

.rnplete

differ.

the devel

Lompam, the first big-scale commercial apoication of the radio telegraph?
It failed, but the inter. it
cream.] lasted kng enough to bring
about established ship-to.shore commurucation. The microphonie-contact demetor was only the germ of an idea, yet the
experimenters who found it worthlms
kept it alive until good crystal detectors
were produced.
Compared to present.day tubes, the old.
round DeForest audion was a little bulb
full of tricks. Still. we bought hoot.
If we hadn't. the chances are that the
Doctor would have stopped trying to
make them work. Tubes called for high.
voltage batteries. 'Noe< flashlight cells
made a dreadful lot of trouble, but we
bought them, and forced the battery companies into developing something good
So it has gone. Eve, new stunt has
gone thru this cycle.
A hew idea.
capitalized by an imagirotive onoortualst.

m.

ti.
tube,

let us try for mare volume per
milliampere. This is a thought for the
man who wants a radio priablent that is
worthy of some real thinking.
Here is something elm for experiRegeneration.
menters to think about.
uscd to oot f0000 00 another, is becoming
of increasing. importance in highly efficient receiving circuits. The actual ef
feet of regeneration is to wipe out the resistance in the grid circuit. If someone
can design a circuit of practically zero resistance, the effect of regeneration will
be obtained without the use of the feedback circuit. Of course, we are stendily
decreasing the losses in the coils and Condensers but the difference between ord,
nary operation and the regenerative effect is the small amount of a resistance
that we have not yet been able to cut out.
Dow do vou suppoSe we can design a circuit or idd an auxiliary circuit so as tO
bring the effective resistance almost to
zero?
AL B.

SLEEPI:;,.

R-F-C Type Receiver
This set is equipped with one algae of non.radiating tuned R.F.,
and a stage of regenerative tutted R.F. coupled through a trans.
former to a crystal detector. Reverse kd.bd i, employed in an
entirely new method

j

N spite of the

efforts of radio engineers

to develqs circuits whkh

410

tube detector is not inertly a
practice which is at,
proved by results obtained in careful
tests. Not only does the crystal give tn.
rectification. which a poorly adjusted
does not, but it accomplishes
work a, success( Lilly as the audion.
In the type 6930 receiver the eliminacrystal rut

not ans

tc);

factory system for accomplishi, rest'.
which can be obtain.I with regenerative
circuits. This is shown convincingly by
the results during the last Tran..tlantic
reeeising tests. Altho ma, neutrodyrie
and
receisers. employing five
tubes. were able to bring in h foreign
stations. the really outstanding result of
the tests is the rereption accomplished
by single
regenerative receivers.
Efficiency has ken greatly. increased
'educing the resistance of tuning
eints through h use of low-loss coto
demer, and coils bin die difference
Ixtween the minimum resistance o,
tain. without regeneration and the
resis.nce with regeneration h an important and controlling factor
Lg.',
illustrated
thr
Cireart
accompa,ing photographs is
,Ssts.
the result of niany tests and
experiments carriorl on at tlse Darien
laboratory to develop a circuit system
iv,ch would allow the
of regenerative radio frequency amplification with.
out radiation
to use this method in
connection with a crystal detector.
The tendencv toward 4iihRlituting a

tu.

tion of one tube may not seem to justify
means employed but more than the
eliminati. of a tube h accomyAished in
this set. First of all. there is one less
control than in the usual outfit with two
stages of tuned R.
right-hand

tu.

t.

F....

in.

I

a

paSSH1Z ra41 kilt a

condenser. as will be explained later. h
not a tuning control bin merely prevents
oscillation. This set is more sensitive
the tuned R. F. receiver .cause it
takes full advantage of regeneration. In
ordinary outfits regeneration would re.
quire still anot.r adjustment in addition
to the three tuning condensers.
On the other hand. Ihm outfit is not
proposed as the best that Call be built
for one outfit or another is the best
only as it meets most fully b particular
requirements of the owner.
However, it can be said that. par
ticularly if one or two stages of A. F.
amplification are added, the results arc
bound to please the most exacting rarfio
operator or ft

t.n

...over

u.

a.

tr

/onto,

1925

Referring

R-F-C Tyre Racasvcs
tomtsherschyouemastnnic

that t'he first condenser
and coupler provide one stug. of non.
oscillating tuned R. F. amph
bon. The
second condenser and coupler form the
toting ci cuit for the second stage. In
the'platercireuit of Me second tube is a
Rauland R-199 'mho frequency trans.
Otwrulea

see

former. Normally the circuit oscillates.
Consequently. it is necessary to put a
coupling coil in Me plate circuit arranged
for reverse feedback son to soli the circuit from oscillating. The secondary al
the R. F. transform, goes to a Rada
fixed crystal detector and the telephones
or the primary of an A. F. transformer.

It

over

th.e,

entiLex;elwenrygth range

k,Rdg
feedback coupling variable because a ca.
pacity XII'', the output W31.4 necessary
Once the coupling cod is set. regulation
over the broadcast range can be accom.
plished with the small variable condenser.
We believe. that very interesting de.
velopments will come from the expel,

silents

M.

this type oi circuit for It

1I,IIRII

IllIhililIpill!

tnents on the circuit. For lack of a better lime. we have called it the R-F-C
frequencyindicating
radio
system
crystal.

There has been some criti-

was found after careful experimenting

that an 0.00025 mfd. variable condenser
across the phones or transformer pri.
marry permitted the second R. F. stage to
be adjusted right under the oscillating
point.
This furnished the bast control

IS

27.....
been specified without

giving the details

el°1:1oP:irmrfaTt'sr' .111.1rnsteZeriadviust

Member

leArnn Ennine Ent nt.

91LII.,71(

fe'.

able,

whkh

howeVer. to specify equipment
can be obtained readily in radio

Vult.r"ordP'VY,Ir'onry'tre a=bly
work and partly because it

generally
safer to buy speci. items already made
according to standard specifications.
For those who want to build their own
coils, the following specifications for the

will

I

is

b71.w°17117. '-'11,:b:nrmba'ckoZ17.17s
wound with appmximately 55 turns of
No. 22wire on the secondary and 6 turns
of the same size wire on the prinpry.
This coil ¡1 2(4 ins. across the flats. The
coupler has approximately 50 turns of
No. 18 D. S. C. will. measuring 344 ins.
across the flats, for the secondary. 6
turns of the same wire for the primary.
and 20 turns of the sarne wire. wound
244 ins. across the flats. for the plate coil.
The antenna coupler is the standard
Eastern pkkle bottle coupler and the
mriocoupler the regular Eastern 3.circuit tuner.
In addition. two National
condensers fitted with 3;i-in. vernier
dials are employed. one of 0.00038 and
One of 0.0005 mfd.. a Reculant R-199
R. F. transformer. Racla fixed crystal
detector. an Elgin 0=25 mfd. variable
condenser...h a 3-in. Kurz-Kasch knoti
and dial, Walbert filament lock switch.
limo telephone jack, two I-A Amperites. five Eby or Marshall-Gerken
binding posts. and two standard base

Benjamin sockets.
Thew parts are mounted ou 2 front
panel measuring 14 by 7 by 3/16.in.
tube panel 5 by
want a very high
black Formica is
prefer mahogany
a

ron A good.

For

...ire

4 by

3/164n.

If

you

finish on the panels,

recommend o, if you
or Ivalnut grain, Celo.

two coil mounting

pi,

lars and four angle bracke:s are needed,
wiM the usual assortment of machine
screws and nuts.
Altho the actual location of

Pita,

tsht

"bltu'e-

prints fan be obtained fOl
99 pa.
Patterns. If you want to mule off the
locations of the parts. you can determine
these details approximately from the picture wiring diagram. as it is shown at
exactly one-half size.
There are no special difficulties to be
encountered in laying out the panels. All
motes are of standard sizes, either No. 18
Ill 15/32-in. The latter sire is employed
for the jack. filament lock 1111113. and the
holes through which the condenser s.fts
Pass.

Whin

IT:ilvtaTing7Ìhlintrtctrie!

are not proParlY
With
the picture wiring diagram and 161 13111.
trations it is an easy matter to cony the
original set. A little care in shaping the
wire will not only prevent trouble when
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the set is in operation but will greatly
improve the appearance of the outfit as
well. There is a tendency to encourage
set builders to make connections without
sodering but this practice should be discouraged for screws and thumb nuts
have the most mysterious way of letting
vrires slip out from under them and they
give rm wanting except that the set stops
functioning as it should.
Altho many set builders feel that they
must have an electric soldering iron, this
is really not necessary.
If you do not
feel that you can get a good electric iron.

a

S.

.

<,o,. u. <. tat ex ,r

such as the American

Nambrr

Exonnr.cxtun

.,n e ;rre

Beauty. a Nokorode soldering kit, whkh coats only
half a dollar, will do astonishingly good
work when used in accordance with the
very thorough instructions supplied with
the soldering kit. The secret of successful joints does not lie in the design of
the iron but in its correct manipulation.
Moreover, non -acid paste, such as Nokorode, or rosin core solder, such as the
Rester or Belden brands- made with the
correct proportion of rosin necessary for
radio work. If yam use the paste. be
SLIM m Wut roil solder or you will have
trouble in making it melt property.
Aua.lr Fig. 4 is a /MOM wiring died
gram of lluii receiving set.
Whinf
Because of the arrangement
of the parts, the drawing may Iw a Iittk

1

to understand. but if you
make comparisons with the illustrations,
particularly the rear view in Fig. 3 and
the bottom new in Fig. 5, you should
have no trouble
The picture wiring
diagram shows the rear of the set with
the tube panel mmed up. The parts
drawn with dotted lines are either behind the yari000upler or above the tube
panel. Before putting an instnmunt in
place have the soldering lugs on the terminals and the thumb buts tightened
down securely. The Spintile wrenches
are particularly gaol for this work.
bit difficult

..:.: >

e.
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I. Remove the mounting clips from
the bau of each Amperite. and cut off
the ends of two clips where they bend
-in.
over the end of the base Using
6.32 F. H. screws and nuts. motmt these
clips on the under side of the tube panel.
Note carefully how they are arranged.
The two clips toward the front of the
hsu panel are those which have been cut
off, while the rear lair have the ends bent
down flat and filed out wiN a rat-tail file
so that the screws which will be art in
later through the have nand and sockets
will rake connection with the clips. Remove the strews which hold the contact
springs on nhe
pot the sockets on
the top M the hase panel, and in place
of the ru
which were used for terminals ose 3á1n. 6 -32 R. H. strews

/
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passing through the base panel and up
to the four Corners of the sockets. 'Moe
screws must have lugs under them. You
will see that this arrangement serves two
purposes. The longer screws hold the
sockets to the base panel and at the same
time allow connections to the temtinals
to be trade at the under side of the tube
panel. Re ver. sure that the sockets arc
put on correctly and the slots in the
socket tulles are Headed AS shown in Fig.
the 10p view.

Fie. 6.

A

sotwm eke, sao

but one from each past. Rut the row
denser behind the panel and put in the
.crews which tm through the Tear, box
and thread into the mounting pullers, pur
hack the three screws holding the dial to
Me gear box. and. finally. fasten Me knob
in pdacc by tightening the fiel screw in it.
Tura talc
pates se that they
are foully imerkavanl,
interleaved. loosen the act
screw on the collar over the condenser
.haft. ut the dial so that the 100 division
line coincides with the line on the panel
and tighten the set screw again.

ales

R.F.

vonrrormer,

one once

O.ormo.
Me
5. With the condensers

2. Mount the five binding posts on
tube panel using two lugs under the nuts
where they arc shown in Fig. 4.
3. Connect 1 to 2, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, and
7 to 8.
Connections
to 3, and 5 to 6
are made between the lugs themselves
without the use of connecting wires.
4. Mount the variable condensers, lock
switch, R. F. transformer, and the telephone lack on the front panel.
Use
%i0. 632 F. H. screws and .nuts for
mounting the transformer. Make sure
that the secondary terminals are toward
the lower pan of the panel- To mount
taw National ee densent it is necessary to
remove the dials. First laxien the set
screw which holds the knob to the shah.
Then take out the three R. H. screws
which fasten the dial to the gear box- re
move the four screws which hold the
gear lax to the condenser mounting
posts, and undo the set screw on the
collar which fits over the condenser
Shaft.
You will find ethree washers on
each condenser mounting post. Take o0
1

19

in place, re.
move the R. H. crews which go through
Me rear end plate of the smaller condenser and thread into the suPPoning
pillars. Rn an angle bracket on each of
Mae screws and tighten up the screws
again in their proper places.
Do the
sanie thing to the screw going into the
power lefthand post of the larger condenser, looking o the set from the rear.
This arrangement is shown in Fig. I, the
top view. Fasten the tube panel to these
three angle brackets. using 94 -in. 6-32
R. H. screws and nuts.
These must be
fitted with soldering pugs as they provide
connections 14. 16 and 32.
6. Connect 9 to 10, II to 12. 13 to
Wire 17 to
14. 15 to 16, and 17 to 18.
18 runs from the G terminal on the
rrket through a hole in the tube panel
and up 10 the hinding ono on the fixed
plates of the variable condenser.
7. Fut a soldering lug on 19, the G
post of the R. F. transformer. and anon pose MI

/C.a.,.
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Working Data on Standard Radio Products

Data Sheet No. 5
34.

TYPE

GENERAI.
SAI)

INSTRUMENT

given apply both to the rheostat and potentiometer. The winding is supported
on a composition fonts, and the contact
ann is permanently set at the factory
The shaft and knob are removable and
the construction is such that either panel
or baseboard mounting can be employed.
The middle binding post goes to the contact ann. The lamb is own. in approrance
a silvered dial is also furnished.
Two.holc mounting is used. The rheostars are supplied with resistances of 6.
1620, 30, and 50 ohms, and the pw:entiometer of 375 ohms.
38. BENJAMIN SOCKETS:
The
electrical and mechanical design of these
sockets is very good. They are made of
Bakelite. The shell floats on four light
springs which act as shock absorbers and
microphone noises caused by
bntion of the tubes. This feature has
with
leng becn sought for in
the use of U -199 tubes. Fsch rotslace,
sisring, and soldering tab, forms a car
nnuons unit sail is fastened to the shell
with an eyelet. Both binding tssts and
soldering tabs are provided for connection. The dimension X in the drawing
is
in. tort the standard ,
let and
-1 /I6 in. for the U V -199 sake.
All
other dimensions are common to both.

NOLOSS CONDENSER:

This item represents

a new departure in
IoW9sus condensers in that four insulators, each one only 7 /164n. diameter by
brag, tom prise all of the dielectric
material used. These are made of Isolantite which ranks with quartz, air, and
pyrex, as a minimum dielectrif loss natenal. The condenser is of the grounded
rotor type and las metal
plates
which arc onsfale of the d arse electrostaticfield.
It
pas good,
lung
bearings and a frktion-wipe contact
on the rotor. Connection can le mark
dfrettly to the sbtor and rotor by means
6. the
,e hi lugs provided. ThIt,
6.32
The
aensi, arc u.d for
mounting. ate 0X/5 fd. shown are
for the 21 -plate 0.0005 mid. size.
35. KELLOGG
R.F.
TRANS.

rd

d

-

FORMER: The primary of this /periodic, air -core transformer has I1 turns
wound in a single layer on a thin rubber
tube. The secondary is wound in honeycomb fashion and is supported by small
rubber pegs.
A separation of about
A -in. is allowed between the two windings. Taps arse puovided on the seced
ary.
The unit is supported at an angle
on a nickeled brass foot for one hole
mound
Gran silk covered wire
ut3 wi
t dope or varnish of my lad.

\

emote'

1

1

This is a
39. MARSHALL -STAT:
vernier rheostat suitable for either stand-

EASTERN PICKLE BOTTLE
COUPLER: It this low -bss aperiolic
36.

ard or dry all robes, and is ver' compact. The entire unit is made of heavily
nickeled brass. One hole mounting is
rail with a knurled collar which screws
up in back of the panel. One connection
is made to the screw at the extreme back
and the other to the screw on the angle

antenna coupler, dielectric material has
been reduced to a minimum.
No tubing
or dope of any kind is used, the windings
being of pickle battle fonts, self supported and reinforced with narrow /trips
of gummed ;toper. The primary has six
turns of thne silk covered wire and the
secondary has 55 turns of green silk
covered wire. Each ili wound in a single
payer to reduce the distributed capacity.
Two clamping strip* of Formica are used
for mounting the roil. This coupler will
tune from 200 to 600 meters when usnl
with a .00)5 mid. condenser.

piece.
40. ALL-AMERICAN R.F. TRANSFORMER, TYPE R -199: This transformer is very neat and contact and is

enclosed in a bakelite rase. It was spefialIt designed for use with UD -I99,
C -299, and similar tube, and the wavelength range is from 225 to 550 meters.
Bah binding pasts and soldering tabs
are provided for ,Donation.

37. PACENT
RHEOSTAT AND
POTENTIOMETER: The dimensions
31

Commercial Type Sets and

(;ircir.

Four -Tube Coto Symphonic
Broadcast Receiver
Extreme selectivity is obtained in this set by the use of a boilain
wavetrap circuit. One stage of tuned R. F. is followed by
a detector and two stage. of A. F. amplification.
AIad1U the ,cuts en,plo, nl in the
into o,xrution
quickly m cat out im
Coto
Rece,rer arc (a
[erference. 'Iñe same thing is tnue with
miliar, since the couplers, variable run- the rinury -secondary' coupling. For ordense", socket, and tranafornwrs
already

wn,e

h ve
h..,

,xpwbar among set
ns. the complete outfit
is new and prescuts ideas which are most interesting.
Th
ionant feature n( this rwcivcr
is that it s constructed with one step of
tuned radio frerency amplification nsnl
in
nn ection with a wave tap :ol that
viable coupling is provided between the
wave trap and the antenna coupling coil,
the secondary and its corresponding am
lento coil, and between the prinury and
secondary of the tuned R.F. transform..
While three adjustments are added in this
way, they are not at all critical, making
it possib'e to fray, them unchanged over
wide range of waste lengths and openacing conditions.
However. when it is
necessary, these elements an to adjusted
and the shupness of tuning or the am
plification increased accordingly. The
wave trap for example, is very loose,
coupled under normal circumstánces and,
as a result, does not have a tendency to
absorb energy on the wavelengths being
received. However. it can he brought
I

Binary use, the coup ing is made as light
as po.ibk, being reduced only when interfermtt calls for still sharper tuning.
The use of adjustable upling betwern
the primary and sccaidary of the tuned
H.F. transformer is always a goad idea.
making it possible to obtain maximum
ainplifiation without causing the first
tube to break into owiblatinn.
Many experimenters and set buï Bees
do not realise that, in a tuned R.F. re
< ver, riming the secondary Ins the effect
of tuning the primary. Therefore. if the
coupling between the primary and sec.
ondary is too tight, the tuning action of

the secondary condenser upon the pri
mart' or plate circuit is the same as if
tuning were employed in the primary
That would, of course. cause the tube to
oscillate. At the longer wavelengths, this
effect is lardy notice, le, but at about
30') meters or below. even when neutral.
ration is employed. the adjustment becomes critical and the tendency to ouillate quite pronounced.
-
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The Splitdorf Self-Neutralized
R. F. Receiver
III hi, five-tube sel, the problem of nentralization has
a unique manner incorporating tnany
interesting mechanical features. Fart

been attached in

1

T"

ti'ellitroimij<sarY.14111vt:srt'r'altron's!
represents a happy combination of high

efficiency, simplicity of construction,

ease

of operation, as well as freedom from
distur.nces due to oscillatirm. It pro-

vi.s

two stages of tuned radio De,
gurney, detector, and two stages of audio
frequency amphficati.. A single circuit coil.
by a 43-plate variable
Condemer. is employed for the seconda,
circuit. 11-his delivers the maximum
aniount
enes, front the aerial to the
first R. F. tube, and sloes nm reduce the
selectivity of the set since the following
stage of tuned R. F. amplification provides all that is necessary.
two interstage It. I, coupling coils are of the
dir <Ore
each tuned by a 17-plate
variable Condom, Si,,, no pole.,
meter is necessary for controlling the
tendency to oscillate, the tInve condense, are the only controls used.
Stations mar
login! since the settings for ani station remain constant for
a given aerial and ground.
The two
0.00025 tad. fixed conden.rs. the num
of turns in the prima, and secondary of the two interstage COupler, the
size of wire and method of winding are
all vitally important factors in securing

tu.

T.

I,.

.

.r

inhervlit 1.1.iec and non oscillating
features which head good at all broad.
cast wavelengths.
Examination of the schematic
citrink-is wiring diagram shows that
Amassed
one rheostat <Int.'s filament
current of the two R. F. tubes and the
ot.r controls the detector and the two
A. F. tubes. A negative grid return is
employed on the two R. F. stages. The
two A. F. stages have provision for
using a C
for biasing the grill.
A jack is twinkled for plugging in on
first A. 1, stage when locating a
new station with the phones. A I mid.
fixed condenser by-passes the radio frequency currents animal the B battery
eroplovell in the R. F. steps. A .00.6
mfd. 'fixed conden.r is used for bypassing any R. F. currents in the A. F.
amplifier around Rie loud speaker. A, C.
A. I, amplifier 13 batteries.

'.-,t

t.

a.

lhe set IS cle,ned primarily for use
with an aniat. During a test at the
Darien laboratory it was found to he extremely selective, a movement of the
center dial one or two divisions either
way completely tuning out
station.
Fair rest,. were secured using an aerial
alone on a ground alone.
In apartment
.tises in a city like New York. where

a,

Jun*,
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many high powered broadcasting sta.
densers and bakelite sockets are used.
tions are located, all local stations should
A front view of the
is shown in
be brought in on a loud speaker wsing
Fig. 1. Looking from left to right we
only a ground conneefion.
have Re antenna tuning and the two R.
Orden Ds There. are several Iwo conF. controls.
Next comes the
struction features in this .21o. I which controls Re two R. F.
outfit. The detector and two tubes, and rheostat No. 2 which controls
stage A. F. amplifier comes already as.
the detector and two A. F. tubes.
The

,h,,,..

sembled and wired

iss

a sleek

,rsn.

It

is

only nec.sary to fasten this so the baseboard with four screws and make the
outside connections to it. The three in.
ducRnee coils are wound 011 Bakdite
tubing and each one has h< .00025 nail.
condenser already connected across the
sop. The primaries of Of IWO R. I,.
transformers are wound with large %ire
to cut down resistance losses. These
are spaced 6¡!, it
on centers and
the antenna coil is located 3%., in. above
the other two coils so as to avoid snag.
netic coupling
Grounded rotor con.

its

small knob in the lower left hand osrnes
is for the filament switch: in the koser
Aghs hand corner is the phone jack
A Formica panel 7 by 26 ins.. 3'16ins., Rid/. snispons the condensers,

rheostat, jack. and filament switch. A
wooden lsaseboard 8 by 25 ins.. 5/S-in.
thick, fastened to thc front panel. carries

detector and A. F. amplifier unit,
mfd fixed condenser, and
coils. In addition, there i<
Formica
binding post panel 2-5/8 by 2590 ins.,
3/16-in thick. for the battery, aerial.
ground. and loud speaker connection,
the

mud...

I

exmm.va

Number

/xuhIi

I

Mat

1

Srcmner Raelvre
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Number I

Read through each step belore starting the work as it may save
lime and extra wo. later on.
I. Unscrew the outside
and
washer on the filament switch and put
Me stem through the large hole in the
lower left hand corner of the Panel,
looking at the panel from the front.
possible.

"".".
condenser, two li-plate eondenvers, three 4-in. Splitdorf dials,
one
Pacent
jack, two 10.ohm
rheostats
and dials, one
detector and A.
F. amplifier unit, one antenna coupling
coil and two R. F. transformer, with
00025 mfd. condenser, two table mount
',wk., one 00025 mfd. fixed con-

Cutkr4lammer battery switch.

Split..
Split..

2

mid. fixed condenser, 12
engraved, Eby binding ,posts, Formka
denser, one

1

3/IS-it..

.t

Nit

the nut and washer on again at the

front of the panel, keeping the body of
the sw itch in 3 horizontal position.

Mount the jack in the large hole at the
lower right hand corner in the same

or:se!

lb tid. rouffrit-try)::t7Ilteta.,onth!

by 25 by 5/8-in., bus, bar,
boanl
screws, nuts, lugs, and solder.
Assesublr
Figs. 3 and 4 show a picture

denser in the set of holes at tne Jett.
Mount the two remaining 17.plate condensers in the respective sets of hole to
the right. Remove the dials from the
two rheostats by loosening the set screws
in the kno,
Mount these rheostats on
the fight of the condensers with the
I.-1/8-1n. F. II. machine screws and MIS
provided, making SUM that the terminals
point toward the bottom edge of the

12!;',1

17,y

been drawn exactly as they were arranged in the original receiver. The
diagram is drawn looking down on the
set.. All soldering is done to lugs, some
of which are already mounted on the
instruments as they come in the kit.
Tin all lug, before putting them on the

instruments. This will make soldering
much easier. Use either Kester rosin
rnre solder or plain soft solder with
Nokorode paste put on sparingly. The
new Finh soldering fluid is also very
satisfactory. Have the iron thoroughly
clean and hot enough to make the solder
flow f reely.
The following instrucfions have been
prepared in the proper sequence to make
the assembly and wiring a* simple as

rt'a7c1Lter'nTLf
3,) and one on the right hand terminal
of rheostat No. 2, looking at the panel
from the rear. Have these
pointing in the directions shown.
2. Take two of the pieces of the
braided copper wire connections and
fasten the lug of one to the right hand
terminal 1, and the lug of the other to
the kit hand terminal Z. Tighten up
all the nuts on these rheostats as it will
be impossible In get at them later on.

lt,

January, 1925
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Leave Me other ends of these two wires

fret for connection to the deck assembly
later on.

3. blotti the two sockets on the .seboard with the 7/Sin. R. ti. wood
,crews prmided. using the picture wiring diagram and the holes drilled in Me
.seboard to locate their positions. Keep
Me If 4- and
terMnals facing the

I,-

of
fasten the front
front

edge

the

,tel

.seboard.

Now

to the baseboard
with the three 1.in. If. II. wood screws.
See that the lower edge of the panel is
flush with the under face of the base.
board. and that there is 3 Yfin. some
het teen each end of the baseboard and
Me corresponding end of Me panel.
4. All of the following instructions
are given looking at the set from the

rear,

this

natural wav in which
the work will ht done.
Using a fulls
length piece of bus wire, connect the left
hand terminal 3, of rheostat No.
to 4,
the rotor connection of Me 43-plate con
denser. Keep this wire M-in. foam
fremt ,ncl. and )(I-in. from the basehoard, and leave a 6-in. length of wire
he,ond 4 for a connection to be made
later. Conne. S. the right hand terminal of rheostat No. 2. to 6. the eft
hand terminal of the filament switch.
Run Mis wire Pisin. from the front
,nel and
front the lv.hoard.. and
.der it at 7 and
F
terminals
ftf Me sockets. Connect 9. the F -terminal of the left hand socket. to 10.
a point on
31011,d ihe ,nel.
as

is the

1

R..

t.

29

u,

over, anti down, keep.
Run this wire
ing the horizontal part 114.in. from the
baseboard. In maki, Me connection at
10,
a small
in the end of wire
9 to 10 so that it can be hooked around
wire 3 to 4 and then ,oldered. Make
all anmectiom of that type in this manner.
Connect II, the I, - terminal of
the right hand mcket, to 12 in the same

,t

lo,

Using Me picture wiring diagram
guide. assemble an the binding posts
on the bindi, post pmel. with the mgraved hmds protruding from the dull
side of Me pa..
Have the hole in each
binding post ,inting up and down and
fasten each post to the panel with one
of the hexagon nuts provided. Place a
tinned soldering lug on each binding
except
A Bat
and C Rat 4- INIMS.
and fasten each in place.
Insert the
small cop,r jumper bar over the A
Bat
C Bat
and R Rat
pmts.
All of the lugs should point straight up,
excepting die Ant. A Bat -k. Speaker -1-.
and B Amp +.
6. Solder pieces of bus wire about 2
ins. kng to the lugs on the Speaker
C
and B
hindi, posts.
leaving the wires projecting tp
Solder
a wire about 4 ins. long to the lug on the
Bat
post, and leave it projetli,
5.

as a

,st

-

-

titi-.

up.

-

All of these wires will be

used later

for connecting up the detector and A.
F. amplifier av,ernbly.

'n°

*-

Simple Method for Making A. F.
Transformer Amplification Curves

A

'floe method of making A. F. transformer curves described here
takes the myet.,' out of characteristic tests

w.

it

ment Company in which this circuit is
u.t1 for re card) work. We hare M.
made up
equipment for
in our
laboratory at Darien, Connecticut.
Audio frequency alternating current
is supplied to the circuit from a vacuum
tube eteillator. Data is not given on the
owil oar. although it 1,0 be de cr:bed
in detai, a little later.
The output of
...Motor is conn.ted to a coup.ing
transformer made from an ordinary
A. F. transformer. The iron core. however. is removed and the windings placed
in a sma
tin box which serves as a

ANUFAC"f URERS
want to
J.V1 find out for them. ve. the real
story atom the amplification curves on
various transformers, or the experi
menter who wan. In make .me inter-

ating

tests. can

ve,

easily tet up

u.

a

circuit for making A. F. tran former
CtlfCCS.
ing the circuit shown in Fig 2.
On
sonic
tra.fornters. surprising
variations wit] be found between the
curves pub:idled by manufacturers and
those obtained with this circuit. Somenow., CUrves shown in
descriptive
pamphle. are Mt made from actual
measurements, while others are decidedly inaccurate owing to the use of
makashift testing cireuitt. The data

.

t.

hield. The shield is connected to the
ground.
In addition, one 200-ohm and two 400ohm potentiometers are needed, a fixed
resistance of 20.000 ohms, another resistance, R, of 200 ohms, and one 2
farad condenser. Ward-Leonard resit,
ance units are well suited for this pur.
pase. A Federal 8-contact cam twitch is
needed to tbnnect or disconnect the
transfonner under test, with a vacuum
tube for the transformer coupled amplifier followed by
Mage of resistance

described was given
Samuel Cohen. Chief
Engineer of the General Instrument
Company.
a system of testmg ts
depentitd
very accUrate and can
to show the true amplification obtained
in the transformer under test at various
audio frequencies.
The accompanying photograph
the laboratory of the General fnstruon the system
to us by Mr.

be

ter,-

u,

,.w,
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coupled A. F. amplification. In addition,
0 to 10 thermo -couple mill...i ner and
0 to 125

a
a

Netmo-milliammeter are needed.
a calibrated thermo-

The former may be

couple connected to a tow -reading mil liammeter while for the millìammeter a
Weston type 301 instrument will be sat
isfactory. This meter should be connected in the plate circuit of the last resistance coupled amplifier.
-

n

vrw

rrw..m°r ;w
.

The

testing process

is

Trsrs
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reading of the thermo-ammeter T. A. by
resistance R,. The ratio of the drop
lao determined to the drop first determined gives the voltage amplification
of

the

transformer

s

w:.:ié:,e..e.ex. usu

The transformer to be tested is connected as shown. Then the switch is
thrown to position AA. By adjusting
Me rheostats R,. and R,. the reading of
thrrmo- couple ammeter T. A. is brought
to about the center of the scale. Then
the reading of the milliammeter in the
amplifier plate circuit is recorded. Also
Me drop across resistance R, is determined by multiplying the reading of the
thermo-ammeter T. A. by the resistance
in ohms of R,.
Next, the switch is thrown to position
BB and resistances R, and R, again
adjusted until the same reading is
obtained in the milliammeter in the amplifier circuit. Again the drop across
R, is determined by multiplying the new

the

particular

R

úw

very simple.

at

audio frequency employed.
For example, if the first reading of
the thcrmo-amntcter is 4 milliamperes the
of 200 ohms,
drop across resistance
If, after the switch is thrown
is 0.80.

e

mar »nwa

t

ar

..r..,w
ee

rww

BB, the thermoammeter shows 8
milliamperes, the drop across R. is then
1.60. The ratio 1.6/0.8 is 2, which is
Me amplification obtained by the trans former at the A. F. frequency employed.
If it is not possible to bring the am
meter to its first reading without run
oing the thermo -ammeter off the scale
start the measurements all over with a
lower first reading on the thermo -ammeterr by adjusting R,.
Tests are made at various audio frequencies to ascertain the characteristics
of the transformer. The frequency of
the oscillator is measured at this laboratory is measured by means of a Seibt
audio frequency teeter. This meter is a
Campbell bridge having a calibrated
variable inductor with fixed condensers.
to

How to Assemble the Receptrad
Multiflex Receiver
In this set there are one stage of tuned R. F., a Adage of transformer
coupled R.F., crystal detector, reftexed transformer A.F., biraiglat
and two sta, of impedance coupled A.F.
transformer
amplification

IVI
wt.

ANUFACTURERS

of

coostruc-

tion kits, hi common with those
build complete sets, find it necessary,

soon as a kit of one type is put on the
market, to start work itunwdiately on a
as

thing hew to offer as soon as the current
design has lost its originalit,
The miltitlez rinplo,s one stage of
kit follows their very popular super.terodyne outfit which they previously
manufactured. All through the summer
and the fall the laboratory development
Isas been carried out until now the new
design is ready for the set builders.
The Nluhillex employs one stage of
f reque, amplification and
tuned
of
trinsformer coupled
stage
follow. by a fiKed crystal detector and
two stages of transformer coupled A.F.
with an additional singe of distortionless
impedance coupled Al,. This is an un.
usual conshination but the results cer-

o.

Although tile effect of dz tubes is atained, only (011, are required since one
is eliminaied by the use of the crystal
rellexing one of
detector. and anot.r
the audio stages.

A feature of this set which sedl appeal
nnny radio men is the arrangement for
using either an antenna and ground or a
loop antenna. No special switching tit
cuit is required for the Isaa, can be
tu

antenna and ground connected to bind
ing posts at tlw rear.
The kit IS made up in two parts. the
type )14.8 which contains the essential
Mtnnuents, and the M4-I2 which
vides all
additional parts to make up
the complete flfelVer.
In the firlt
there are the following Receptrad parts:
S to I Silvertone reflex A.F. transformer.
S to I
Silverton A.F. transformer, Clsoke
coil transforrner and 50.00) ohm by-pass
lesimance. antenna coupler. radio fre

t.

quen7Louplier.

,.

a;:;r1

200
a 1,ortnia panel 7 by 2!1} ins..
four Na-Ald
and engraved.
sockets, a 6.ohni rheostat. ont single and

contains

drilled

two double circuit Pace. jacks. CutlerDR Duplex variable condensers. two
4-in. knobs and db.s. a 0.001 mid. Fresb
man
con.n.r. eight binding
and the two binding post st6ps. together
with the necessary hardware.

fix.

P.,

'Amery. 192,

NuMiru<x RNChzvu
33
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This outfit

is

also sold corn.

a.ewab pletcly aosmnblcd and mounted

Vt.,.

in a cabinet. The [Wowing
step -by -step instructions are
for the assembly of the combination Recptnd kits which include every item
necessary. You are strongly advised to
follow the assembly steps as given below
as Ney have been prepared un such sequence that the work can be carried out

the
In
were
posts
work
in

easiest manner.
the original model soldering lugs
not used at points where binding
are supplied. This simplifies the

considerably. Where wires are
fastened together, however, .soldering
necessary.
Be sure to use either Rester
roam core wider or soft solder with
Nokorode paste. lise as little solder and
flux as possibk, applying suflìcfeot heat
to make the solder flow freely.
1. First mount the four sockets on the
baseboard with their binding posts in the
positions shown.
2. Connect
to 2, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, and
1

7to8.

3. NI cunt the large reflex transformer
on the baseboard.
4. Connect 2 to 5, running the wire
rose to the base so that it will not interfere later with the center jack. Connect
9

to

10.

Mount the right -hand Silvertone
A.F. transformer,
to 5 ratio, looking
at the set from the rear.
6. Connect 11, the B +Post to 12;
connect one side of the 0.001 mid. Fresh an condenser to the wire running from
11 to 12. and the other terminal of the
feed condenser to 13. the P pmt on the
transformer. Put an angle bracket on
post 13 and fasten it to one of the springs
for mounting the crysta' detector. Fasten
the other detector spring at 14. the -- F
pall on the reflex transformer.
7. Assemble the six binding posts on
the supporting strip. fasten two of the
angle brackets to the strip, using the
machine screws and nuts sundial, and
fasten the brackets to the baseboard with
wood screws. The left -hand end of the
strip should lo IN ins. from the end of
the baseboard.
8. Connect 15 to 16, the 41+1111441
5.

1

Number

pmt; connect

1

17 to 18 and 18 to 19.
Mount the I to Sflvertone transformer and the impedance eoiL
10. Connect 20 to 21, 20 to 22, and 23,
the G post on the transformes, to 24,
which i5 the 0, post on the socket. Connect 25 to 26, 27 to 28, and 29 to 30.
l'asten one of the springs for the 50,00
ohm resistor to 27, the li post on the
transformer. Fasten the other spring to
2J, which is the
pmt.
II. Mount the variable condensers,
high resistance volume rheostat, low resistance
jacks, and filament
on the front 1.3131, checking their
positions against the drawing.
Fasten the front panel to the baseboard with wood screws.
12. Connect 31 to 32, 33 to 34, 35 to
36, 37 to 38, 39 to 40, 41 to 42, and 43
to 44. Correct 45, on the wire running
from 20 to 21, to 46, the Ironton contact
on the jack; connect 47, the top jack
contact, to 48; connect 49 to 50, the first
contact down on the jack, connect 51 to
52, 53 to 54, which is on the wire running iron 3 to 4, connect 54 to 55, the
l.ttmn .y>ri31g on the jack; conrreet 56 to
57. and 50 to 59. Connect 3 to 8, keelr
ing the wire above the center jack.
13. Put two binding posts on the short
terminal strip and fasten to the strip two
angle brackets, using screws and nuts.
Secure the brackets to the baseboard with
wood screws.
14. Connect 60 to 61.
15. kfount the antenna coupling cors
on the baseboard.
16. Connect the outside tap of the
smaper coo to 62 and one of the inner
taps to 61: connect the inner tap on the
larger mil to 63. and an outer tap to 64.
17. Mount the R.F. tramformer on the
baseboard.
18. Connect one of the white taps
from the R.F. transformer to a short
piece of hais har running out from 65:
the other white tap to a piece of bus bar
soldered at 45 to the wire running from
20 to 21: connect the outer green tap on
66; the inner green tap to a piece of bus
bar running from terminal 67; connect
68 to 69. on the wire running from 29 to
9.

.3
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Why engineers favor
De Forest Tubes
Uniformity gives accuracy in laboratory
work. One set of De
Forest Tubes brings in
signals as clearly and
as deeply as another.
ate

+.baiw4s..F
nf4
m+eäNf

THE mechanical characterancs
tear summand Dc Forrar
Tuba to nec rough usage of the

laboratory add months ro their
lives
ya in the lia turbulent mahesa
of the fan.

The electrical characteristicsthe high Mu-that the engineers
find so desirable provide a higher

amplification constant.
Dc Forest Tubes will do all they
ate required to do -and more.
One specialist. an expert on resistance coupled amplification,
uses them because of their high
mutual conductance with which
the amplification varice dirarlr.
A
wilrda that only Dr Forcit
Tuba vili stand momentary oreoloading and work per arals after
alga load b removed
There arc toe suFa. Illustrated

above, shag satisfy all needs.

Thr

DV-a for dry batteries has en
arasas manual conductance of
460 mkromhos; arasas amplifi-

cation constant (or Mel 6; plate
impedance 13,000 ohms; a good
dace ter in standard regenerative
circuits. It is remarkably non microphonic. The DV -2 for
storage baraeria is made for
Power amplifia work and is developed for all usual circuits.
Conducían« 720 ohms; amplification constant (or Mu) 7.2; plate
impedance 15,000 ohms.
Sold by authrrired dealers
only. Made by the makers of
De Forest Radiophone. loud
Speaker and all radio parts. De
Forcer Radio Company, Jersey
City,
DE

N.).

fORESi RAD10 C011IPANY
1e..ev cirv.

N.1

DE FOREST TUBES
The ``Magic Lamp" of Radio

36
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30; and TD to 71, on the wire running
from 6R to 69.
This completes the wiring of the set.
'This outfit is designed for UV-201.A.
C- 301 -A, or DV -2 tubes.
All these
tubas require six volts. If y
wish, you
can use the Iw
ent tubes. although
the volume will he mcdficed. lue U hat
terr should he of fis to 90 volts, and the
C Imnttery an adjustable Even... 3. so
Mat the biasing voltage mn M regulated
when Ille set is in operation. With
-

m

higher Fl Mttery voltage. the C battery
voltage roust la increased.
TM h
hg of this sM is exceedingly
simple. -ITe condenser dials are kept at
aleut the same settings over the entire
range. The volume control regulates the
signal strength and prevents distortion.
When the aM is ready to operate you wi:l
see very quickly how this dial should he

T.

h

adjusted.
tteo-.

out

Some n

impedance

heAmre coupling may be interesting
4gPlmó to those who arc not familiar
with audio' frequency amplifiers of this
sort. The circuit arrangement is snnhewlmt similar to Om employed on resistance coupled amplifiers. However. the
D. C. resistance of the impedance coil is
kept as low as possible in Order to mike
the m rent consumption of the plate
circuit low. The A. C. impedance, on
the other hand. is vet high. limited
tw expense of the coil and the
h

Nxrnbrr,

1

mechanical dimensions.

perfect

Theoretically. a
impedance coupled amplifier
employ a coil of almost infinite

r

to !"emoting
rents.
operation, the stmdr utonr O(
rent panes through the imlelmmce doh
hurt, when a charge is placed on the grid.
the impedance optancs any change of
through it. 'Ilan the charge i
burent
ts cd on to the grid of the followine
tube.
The efficiency
c
of this type is
about to cane as that of a resistance

coupled amplifier. As a omfur of fat:.
thou who use
or Ile other genus
ally believe that n the type they use is
superior. It is true that the impedance
coupled amplifier does not require
extra high plate potential. On the other
hand. an impedance mil is slightly more
expensive than a rcsistante coupled
amplifier unit.
(),e of the first commercial applications of impedance coupling was in the
%(
R. s7 airplane receiver, manufamured during the war by the I1'estcnh
Electric Company for the United States
Army. This outfit WA, a three hdu
non- regeermive receiver designed for
VT -I tubes. The impedance mils were
encased in soft iron shells. mechanically
connected with to core so as to give a
closed magnetic field. This was done tO
make the impedance as high as possible
and to protest the wire. The windings
were impremmted with ro m

01,

is QUALITY

in a Radio Set ?

DOUBLE SELECTOR MULTIFLEX

4":=1

Tone Quality, Simplicity
Aerial

Ret,Do.,

a

Operation and Performance.

Tultiplene.:1

71:n dn.l.verite

of

the

MULTIFLEX KIT FOR BUILDERS

RECEPTItAD "SUPER-HET" KIT

RECEPTNID MULTIFLEX

ILur)acMrrcr..

IYRh

IS TEIERE

anyone
know Oscar Row?

who does

At

not

top of
this page you will see him doing something with a slide rule. Ile is always
doing something altho many of us are
apt to doubt that because few of us can
understand mow of the things he does.
However he's satisfied, because be believes he knows what it's all about.
Oscar Roos is one of the few men who
can tell trwhfully about what he was
doing in radio years and years ago.
Right now, he is the latest addition to
the consulting sWlf of F. A. D. Andrea.
It is interesting to note that several
important features of apparatus design
have become standardized thou a general
agreement among radio manufacturers.
points. by the way, have been
advocated for several years by Radio
Engineering.
Machine Screws. unless
special construction makes it impossible
are to le threaded 6 -32.
Instntment
control shahs are to M M -in. in
diameter.
Scale markings for rheostat
dials are to be divided from 0 to 10,
with the word OFF shown separately.
Regular control knobs are to be divided
from 0 to 100, with the numerals arranged to increase as the dials are
rotated in a clockwise direction. Vernier
controls must turn in the same direction
m the main dials. These few points will
help more than might appear at first
thought to make arts interchangeable.
The 'Weston Electric. instrument
Company has just published an important pamphlet covering measuring insttu-

Th.

the

mans of their manufacture which are
essen Sl to the accurate testing of radio

sets and pans.
bleh can be learned
from the data presented, for the manufacturer who thinks it is only necessary
to testa condenser for short circuits
or a transformer for opens is not keeping cap with the steadily Ma-rasing

standards of their competitors.
That manufacturers too often dmigm
their equipment with their eyes on the
things others are making. instead of finding out by actual measurements what they
are doing is inicated by the increasing
umber of couplers and R.F. transformers wound in the lattice or spider web
fashion.
No one would have the
courage to calla rail low -Ins,. when
wound by throe methals, if he ever
actually compared them with the closely
wound single-layer solenoid.
Keen competition in the matter of
super -transformers is developing between the Rauland Manufacturing Can
pany and Samson Electric. with the new
type just introduced by General Radio
ss a third competitor.
Whether these
types will prove superior to the familiar
designs must be decided in actual rue by
manufacturers and set builders.
Contrary to the general impression.
the Connecticut Telephone and Electric
Company has nn slopped production on
the S -13 Sodion, the smaller tube which
requires
In
the Acne Apparatus Com
Company
pang has
designed their new Cabot circuit construction kit around the SA3 Sodion.
-

Rugged
and Efficient
NOLOSS
71.44;
PYREX INSULATION

JO_
NOLOS.

NOLOSS
.77/476'
ISOLANTITE INSULATION

General
Instrument

Corporation
423

BROOME STREET
V.A.
NM

R-E-C Type Receiver

REASONS
not arguments have
popularized National
11ELVET
V ERNIER
Condensers and Dials

ot.r on

(Cad:aced from pace

terminal on

191

t. fixed

crystal detector.
these around as
shown itt Fig. 6 so as to make ortmection
19 to 20. Connect 21 to 22, the outer
terminal on the jack and connect 22 to 23.
23 is the tenninal for the variable plates
on the mull variable condenser. Cots
24, on the crystal detector, to 25, the
terminal on Ille 11.1 condenser plates,
and connect 25 to
the inner contact
on the jack.
8. Cut off the shaft of the vatic.
coupler flush with the bushing. Remove
screw which serves as the terminal
for the lower cod of the primary winding ou the varimconpler. This is the
screw front the bottom. Take off
the lower primary lead.
Pm the screw
of
through one
ank. bracket and
tighten the screw in place again. Then
fasten this angle bracket to the tishe panel
with a Pr-in. 6-32 It. 11. screw and nut.
Put a lug
aS it serves as
3D,

a

.nd

.1

t.

.le

.

.nneetion.

EFFICIENT

t.

DVRABLE

DEPENDABLE

"

rea7nlinat::17:11i=

Tin. National

R

..... Inman

Wasenalonaar and Coil.

Kit

only";12,

National Co., Inc
110

Broold...

Solder thc pshss,y had
which you took off to the angle bracket.
9. Omnect 27 to 28.
27k
top
coupler contact strip.
terminal on
Connect 29 to 30. 29 is the strond
tact down on the terminal strip. It is
well to insulate this wire with N1R
nished tubing. Connect 31 to 32. 31 is
the thinl terminal down on the strip and
32 is a lug on the screw which holds the
angle bracket. Connect 33e 31. 331,
the fourth terminal down on the striti and
34 the ft binding post on the R. F. transAn.her lug on 33 must be
connected to 35. Connect 36 to 37. 36
o the bottom terminal on the temonal
strip and 37 a connection nía. to the
wire ntnning from 17 to 18. Coin., 38
to 39. 38 is soldered to the lug under
the nut of the screw which holds the
angle bracket to the tube panel.
10. Remove the thumb ICIVW 3M1 nut
front the connection to the fixcd plates of
the 25 plate condenser and screw on to
this e coil support piller. Put e soldering lug on the screw under the pillar. Cet
off the head from the
in. (e32 SCTCS,
thread it part may into the end of the coil
suptiort pillar, put the nut on the project.
ing part of the screw and tighten up the
nut against the end oi the oilL,, so that
ICaceirted
pay, COI

Cmhids,

t.

Special Construction Kits
R-D-X One-Tube Set 825.«1

\

DURRANT h. specialized on the %D as one-tube
for those who want an inexpensive outfit which will
bring in locul Minion. with loud speaker
and
di.tunt nations on the phone; All pans, as specified
in this hook, arc furnished, with Formica panels drilled
and engraved, coils wound. and everything neadv to

set

vol..

assemble.

Browning-Drake 4-Tube $59.31
DURRANT ham selected the BrowningDrake fouetube
set for those who want the maximum in long ilium.
reception coupled with tuning «harp enough to rut out
all ordinary interference. Lieeed
m
&D Regenafomwr
nits, manufactured by do National Company. are sup
plied with this commuction kit. All parts a..pecife,l
are fnisbe.l, with panel,. drilled and engravr.l.

Parts for Set Builders
parts required for building acts described in
Rodio Engineering Magaoiae, can be obtained from
DURRANT.
Shipments are made promptly, and

All

substitution, for DURRANT handles
products of nationally known manufacturers
without

only

Postage is paid by DURRANT, but no responsibility for
safe delivery is assumed unless ten cents extra is remitted
to cover the eon of registry.

DURRANT RADIO, Ltd.

42

Vanderbilt Avenue

New

York City
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FANS EVERYWHERE
Are Replacing
Their Coils With

EASTERN
Low -Loss Couplers

Notes on the Manufacture of
Variable Condensers
!Co...nod from Pas.
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at 4500 r.pm. The tapping is done
lathes in a unique manner. Ordinarily, holes are tapped in a drill press,
the diration of rotation being reversed
to remove the tap from the work. This
slow operation since it takes nearly
s mtoh time to remove the tap as it does
to Jo the actual tapping.
In this plant,
Mc taps have shanks of smaller diameter
than the tapped hole. and are about S ins.
long. The shank is held in the lathe
chuck. A stator post le held no again.
the tap by the operator. Whet it has
been tapped it is allowed to slide right
along the shank and the next one Is
started. In this way the tap shank acts
as an accumulator, holding about 15
pasts. It is removed then from the lathe
chuck and the posts dropped off. The
end plate bearing holes arc upped in the
mine way only here an auxiliary fixture
is employed to hold the plate perpendicular to the tap so that the thread will not
be rut at an angle due to the thinness of
the plate. If this hole were out of line
the whole rotor shaft would be out.
g

nn

aa

The spacing posts between the eel
plates are machined, drilled, and counter.
rook, in c usual way. The slots in the
small herd rubber insulating blocks arc
accurately milled and then the holes are
drilled. The drilling jig holds eight blocks
and the drill press has two different
sired drills m that one operation drills
The jig is constructed so
all the holes.
that these holes aft not located from the
ends of the blocks, but directly from the
slots, to insure a perfect fit with the
stator posts. The blocks are fastened to
the end plate spacers with eyelets inserted
two at a time. These blocks are fastened
to the stator assemblies which have
undergone the same soldering and cleaning operations as were described for rile
rotors.

The complete stator unit is assembled,
ad lime,
W ail eeteeed te the rear
with
atd the lower bearing
hho lull beariea
bearing a thed
then inserted
;:edin
in the rear cone bearing and the
the
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Notes on the Manufactura of Var.
iable Condensers
/Cowin...d from 'aye KI
Push pull strew
up the work.
After the condenser has been assembled
the rotor mtd stator plates are examined
clearance while the rotor plates are
ling revolved. Any twisted plates are
straightened out and the bearings are adjusted. A special indirect lighting system is used to lessen the strain on the
eyes of the testers.
The condenser now goes through a
final inspection to sec that no parts arc
missing. all screws are tightened, the
bearings examined, and the verniers are

rotor

Ina

in place.

drivers are used

AMER TRAN
SUPREMACY
AmerTmn was the fire of
audio transformers.
now recognized by their
large cores and coils.
the

Many transformers have
followed the AmerTmn in
dimension.
Yet AmerTrim has not been sur-

And here's a significant fact. Any audio
transformer comparable
to AmerTmn costs as

passed.

much or more.
Self Anenrrrene by the

yak

oa.ltr. .T

wf91

American

Trollsforuer

Co.

pmt

in

place.

Io speed

All

final

Plata.
The condensers are then wrapped in
tissue paper and pinked
heavy cor
tempted
rduard boxes with a drilling

s

i

template instruction sh
mounting
screws in a
box. Every step n the
machining.
aloolut and toting i
earned out with alasolute precision. Time
sing devisa are employed whcrs'
possible and everything is planned so
that parts pass on from table to table
without excessive handling.

A New Molding Machine
.11nong the special exhibits at the Ros
am Radio Show was the Terkelsen press
for molding Bakelite pans. This press
promises to popularize Bakelite molding
among radio manufacturers. for it is so
much simpler to install than the pressa
now in common use.
It does away
entirely with the use of hydrautie pressure amt the elaborate piping and equip
ment that goes with it. Each machine

operated by an individual motor which
for then ten Iltat
pressure is applied. A gauge automatisa11y rcgulata the pressure. making it
uniform throughout the durrion of a
ran.
Some of the concerns using
Terkelsen presses are the Northern In&atrial Cheminl Company, General
Electric. and C. D. Tusks.
is

rents free except

Araka

condensers are given

insulation test on 1000 volts A. C.
This shows up faulty insulation, improper plate spacing, and also .serves to
bum out any dust existing between the
a
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It's Easy
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RUSONITE
SUPER REFLEX KIT
THE

A fire tube radio frequency
receiver When you use the
Freshman Masterpiece Kit

RUSONOLA
A

Tice Tubo Reflex See
WRITE
FOR
INFORMATION
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RUSONITE PRODUCTS CORP.
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New York, N. Y.
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The Lowest Price for a Good Speaker

ICON-SC:01
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Because of increased production. we are
able to reduce our price. Formerly Sla SOnow 410.00. The lowest P.ce Goose Neck
Type Speaker al the market.
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CONSCO ELECTRIC CO., INC.
147 W.

23rd St.

New York City, N. Y.
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A practical solution to

the "B" Battery Problem
Now you can tart -IV' Battery
current direct from your electric light socket -without in
terferetwe and at the trifling
cost of leas than one -fifth of
a cant per hour.

Throw away Ivor "13" Bat-

Trans.B limner and yaw set
will operate at
maxinntm
efficiency all of the tithe. You
will also get these definite

results:
t. Improved reception
a. Reduced operating es

ELECTRÁDt..

ceeceëçccëçëéc`ceeen

KURZ -KASCH
ARISTOCRAT
DIALS
AND

KNOBS

penes.

Increased DX pssibilitics.
q. Improved appearance.
Derel,psl. perfected and
guaranteed by the Kellogg
Switchboard
and
Supply
(-omiany, IcOtt West Adams
Street. Chicago, In.
Reapers
+ire for unusual
ncdr proposinon.
3.

LEADERS

IN

THEIR LINE

-u

KELLOGG
Trans -B- former

THE KURZ - KASCH CO.
DAYiox. NINO
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WHATEVER the circuit. TRI-JACK does the trick!

Single
open. single closed. double elosed-TRI-JACK is the
bee be for any of these jack duties. TRI-JACK
three
iacks in one. Other TRI-JACK features are euper-compactnese,
practically zero capacity.
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the nut. Thread the projecting end of
the screw into the threaded hole just be
low the binding post thumb nut over the
fixed plated of the condenser. Then remove the mounting legs on the pickle
bottle coupler and put the crews which
clamp the Formica drips into the outer
ends of the two roil support pillars which
have torn (warned to the variable con.
denser. It just happen, that the distance
letwun the threaded hole in the condemn end plate and the fixed plate bimlitt post crew is exactly right for mounting the pickle bottle coil.
11. Connect b to 41.
Run the up{er
prod (pmt the senrmlary of
the pnckl<
bottle Mil to the screw going through
the clamping strips into the coil support
pillar, making connection 42. Run the
lower end of the secondary winding to
the ,crew going into the lower pillar,

king connection 43.

Run one end of

the primary winding to the antenna pou,
44, and the other end to the second lug
on the grow. binding post, connection
45.

This complete, the wiring of the re.
sewer.
Amr w

With

the
assembly work
cornplcted, conncet the bat give
levies
their proper butting
the A battery
ry
lows, milt(( Six Y0113
and forty -fire colt laveries for the R.
Although individual experimenters have
their own ideas, we bave found at the
Darien laboratory, that the vertical type
Evereadys are handier to use than the
Oat type as they take up so much less
table space. Plug in the telephones and
pull the lock switch out to the center
position. This should light the filament.
With the coupling coil in the varia
coupler in a vertwal Ioaition, tone in a
station
means
the two large variable ca
ers.
g best to try first
with a long wavelength station.
Regulate the p sition of the coupling Mil and
the capacity of the 0.00025 ranalde con-

rb

denser until the circuit ouillatcs slightly.
TO
go to a short wavelength station
and see if, without changing the coupling
coil, you can make the circuit oscillate
by merely changing the 0.00025 condenser.
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Perfect Control With
FAMOUS
Dials and Rheostats
GENUINE OAKELITE

FAMOUS RHEOSTATS
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FAMOUS SUPER GRIP DIALS

Famous Radio Products, 33 Grand St., New York

The New awl Improved

Read'em'
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Retail Price 15c.
THE MARSHALL-CERKEN
CO.

Toledo, Ohio
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soon meter wave length

1
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Samson Filter Transformer
for this wave length

1 Samson Oscillator Coupler
full information on h lo
Build fs S

also

1

All Samson Transformers
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PLUM

arc made . h the
WINDINGS

Remember that "Samson" stands for 12 years of leader.hip in the
onanrifaetnring of elterricnl specialties. Other Radio Samson
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The men who know say
"Use Formica"
NE hundred and twenty-five of the leading radio manwfatturen
of America by they
Abu you to use
ras the panel
ana tube material in the set you are budding. They use it themselves
because they know it to be Ne most uniform, Dent looking, most satisfactory form of Bakelite.
Pos

The bigger Ne panel you use and Ne more apparatus you mount on it
Ne more important it is to use Formica. For Formica will not sag,
warp or get out of shape - it has the strength to give you years of
perfect service.
This year, scores of manufacturers will use Formic base panels, and
terminal strips. They stop electrical losses and greatly
crease Ne efficiency of a set.
There Is no Question as to which is the best radio insulating wterial
want the best. Four beat., finishes: Gloss black, flat
Idiots,
bla
<k, mahog.ny and walnut.

For..

Damera For the big Neutrodyne abd super-heterodyne panels,
Formica is practically necessity. Formica will
sell stronger than ever this year.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
653 Spring Grove

Avenue, Cincrmeti, Ohio

óRMICA
Made from Anhydrous Bakelite Resins

SHEETS

TUBES

RODS

Improved!

mi.
1

improved Rasla Retie:for
Two Tub. will startle you.
You won't belie. that such great
yohime
be gotten Rom two
tubey. You'll marvel al tho selectivity and at the dimwit stations
that come roaring in.

.n

Imp,.

The
Rasla Reflex is the
most powerful circuit so far devised: Never .lore has it been
possib, to do wi. two tubes
what the Improved Rasht Reflex
do. You will convince yourself of that quickly.

c.

T. Improved Rm. Reflex
build. very e,. T.
tO

is

easy

.ra-

p.m wiring diagrams eliminate all

chance of going wrong. The four
RASLA
pictured make re-

mt.

sult. certain.

DAVIDSON RADIO CORP.
222 Fulton St. N.Y.C.

